Introduction
Two level multipoint approximation method for structure optimization (TMA) has demonstrated a great tendency towards high quality constraint approximation and reduction in number of optimization cycles especially for the truss structures. Major part of the method is constraint approximation, in which first level is a multipoint approximation of active constraints by history of design variables and second level is simply Taylor's expansion; by default it employs dual method as optimization algorithm and a heuristically decided fixed move limit (5~15%) for each design variable and for each iteration (Fig 1) . The method was proposed by Huang and Xia [1, 2] and they had demonstrated the accuracy of the constraint approximation as well as its capabilities for faster convergence towards optimum results in statically loaded truss structures. Later this method was also used with genetic algorithm (TMAGA) [3] for topology optimization of truss structures. TMAGA was a good approach for topology and sizing optimization which used GA for identification of important structural members combined with TMA for further minimization of weight until final convergence. Later improved two level multipoint approximation method with GA (ITMAGA) was proposed by Li et al [4] for higher quality results. Recently An et al [5] has used modified version of TMAGA for actuator location in adaptive truss structures as well as sizing optimization for ensuring minimum weight structure with desired capabilities. With the increased application of TMA and its variants e.g. TMAGA and ITMAGA for large structures, further reduction in computational efforts is required for reducing the computational costs for the design of large structures. An efficient scheme for move limits can possibly reduce the required number of optimization cycles [6] . The importance of the move limit strategies was known much earlier, but it was often ignored as it usually doesn't require a rigorous mathematical support, however in recent years move limit definition again emerged as a topic of discussion and it is also being incorporated for structures under dynamic constraints [7] . For optimization, active-set algorithm called SQP from MATLAB's optimization toolbox, instead of classical dual method with TMA has been used because of some advantages over dual method. . .
Multipoint Approximation and Taylors Expansion
(1) For a generalized structure optimization problem shown in Eq (1), consider the flow chart in figure 2 , f(X) is the objective function and gj(X) is jth constraint for current iteration in the optimization procedure; also X1 is the initial vector of design variable (usually cross-section areas of bar elements) values and all Xts are obtained over H iterations of optimization process. The important features of this approximation are adaptive parameters rt which enhances the quality of approximation and weighted functions ht(X) for each point over iterative optimization procedure. Further details of this technique are available in references. And second level of approximation is Taylor's expansion of multipoint function w.r.t. inverse of design variables. are lower and upper bound of the ith design variable for corresponding and cycle. Generally above problem is solved by dual method; TMA by default employs a fixed move limit for each design variable for lower and upper bounds for each iteration which causes slower convergence. The reason behind smaller values of move limits is fear of violating sensitivities. Next part of paper explains Bloebaum's [6,8] method for assigning move limits and its potential improvement.
Move Limits
For a general optimization problem from eq. (1); effective coefficient for most significant constraint w.r.t. ith design variable is defined as
(2)
These effectiveness coefficients are significant as their values determine the effects of corresponding design variable to the relevant constraint for the basic definition of a structure optimization problem. Assuming that all these effectiveness coefficients are normally distributed, a move limit can be derived against each design variable. 
Numerical Example
Ten bar planar truss with 8 displacement constraints in each degree of freedom. The material density and Young's Modulus are 0.1lb/in 3 and 10 7 lbf/in 2 respectively. Loading conditions are defined in figure and no structural displacement should exceed 1.0in and minimum value for any cross-sectional area is 1.0in 2 . Since initial designs generally have poor compatibility with optimization algorithms; structure is scaled linearly until it has only one active constraint before optimization. The results of both approaches are mentioned in the table 1 and table 2 
